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The killing of a tiger on an illegal game drive in an Indian reserve has reopened the debate over how best to protect the animal. Peter Hughes
argues that tourism is essential but must be better managed. Brian Jackman (Page 10) reports from one park that is showing the way

How tourism can help save the tiger
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scandal surrounding the death
of a tiger in one of India’s most
popular national parks has laid
bare the tensions between the
country’s wildlife authorities
and the tourist industry.
The animal, a tigress suckling three
six‑month-old cubs, whose survival is now
also at risk, was killed last month in the
Bandhavgarh tiger reserve in Madhya
Pradesh. Now an official report has
confirmed the widespread suspicion that
the animal was hit by a vehicle carrying
park officers. The accident happened in the
early hours of the morning; the vehicle was
in the park without authority and it appears
that it was being used for an illegal private
game drive.
The park authorities originally tried to
pin the blame on a tourist jeep. Only a few
weeks earlier an attempt was made to ban
tourists altogether from India’s tiger
sanctuaries. One leading wildlife tourism
operator put his frustration succinctly:
“This incident simply underscores an
important point – the Forest Department
does not want tourism because tourism
imposes an inconvenient monitoring of its
activities. The department long ago lost all
goodwill among the people who should be
its natural supporters.”
The exposure of such hostility between
two of the groups most crucial in the effort
to save wild tigers from extinction could not
come at a more sensitive time.
The story so far: out of the blue, the
Indian National Tiger Conservation
Authority announced that tigers were being
“loved to death” and that “tiger tourism”
would therefore be phased out. After
international uproar, the idea was scrapped.
Back to square one for tigers and tourists.
Well, not quite, because the most
disgraceful part of the whole episode was
the shocking admission that there are now
fewer than 1,400 wild tigers left in the entire
subcontinent. And this in a land that, by one
estimate, possesses sufficient habitat to
support a tiger population of up to 30,000.
Not for the first time, the imminent
possibility of extinction of the most iconic
of all endangered species has revived the
whole question of man’s intrusion on the
natural world. The difference on this
occasion is that the particular strain of
intrusion to come under examination is
tourism. One point on which everyone
seems agreed is that the management of
wildlife tourism in India needs radical
revision. To that end, the travel industry
group TOFT (Travel Operators for Tigers),
has written to India’s minister for the
environment calling for a summit
conference on wildlife tourism.

Tigers in
Ranthambore, which is
is unusual in having
more male tigers than
it can support

Man’s presence in the forest need not
jeopardise the tiger’s survival. In fact, given
the factors that really threaten the animal’s
existence, tourism ought to be one of the
mechanisms deployed to secure it.
The tiger is dying because of two
centuries of crime, greed, political apathy
and corruption. Tigers face their greatest
ever risk of extermination at the time of the
weakest ever commitment to their survival.
The decision to end tiger tourism was
evidence of calamitous failure.
It’s a dismal history. First there was
trophy hunting. Between 1800 and 1950
some 160,000 tigers were slaughtered.
In the Punjab they were annihilated.

Then began the long and, for the tiger,
potentially terminal eradication of habitat.
Huge tracts of forest were felled to supply
timber for building and, even more
voraciously, to make sleepers for India’s
massive railway system. Yet by the turn of
the 20th century India’s tiger population
stood at around 40,000. By 1972 that figure
had fallen to 1,800.
A ruthless new threat was now on the
scene – poaching. The demand for tiger
parts, particularly from China, was for
traditional medicines, notably the deluded
desire for aphrodisiacs. Later, another
market developed in Tibet, where a tiger
skin sells for about $35,000 (£24,000) to be

stitched into long coats called chubas.
Two of the most effective conservation
measures would be to convince the Chinese
that tiger products shrivel their penises, and
to persuade Tibetans that they look
ridiculous in animal skins.
In the early Eighties, Indira Gandhi’s
government took crisis action and showed
what could be done. The export of tiger
skins was banned and new laws were
introduced to protect wildlife and forest.
By 1984 tiger numbers were said to have
increased to about 4,000.
The revival was brief. In 1992 at least
15 tigers were taken by poachers in
Ranthambore in Rajasthan, one of the

most famous reserves. There was another
international outcry. Still the numbers
declined to the point where in this century
two supposed sanctuaries – Sariska and
Panna – were discovered to have no tigers at
all. Although tigers are now being returned,
the entire population in both parks had
been wiped out. So far this year around a
dozen tigers have been taken by poachers.
Tourism’s record is not impeccable.
At the very least it causes discomfort to
tigers, sometimes distress. I have watched
appalled as up to 30 vehicles, mostly little
open-top Maruti safari cars, crammed with
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Tourists have caused distress by closing in

as it’s known, the so-called Tiger State)
make any reasonable return on investment
through tourism. There are simply too many
of them. The returns come from the rising
value of land, which is privately owned.
With no effective laws to limit development,
building is indiscriminate and overcrowding
is inevitable.

Several things need to happen.

£ A simple ticket system would restrict
admission to the reserves. It’s a notion to
which all of us who travel are going to have
to become accustomed. National parks,
historic sites, even cities, can only hold so
many people. Like theatres they have finite
capacities and, as in theatres, visitors will
have to book to enter them. There are plenty
of precedents, from cars wanting to enter
Portofino, to campers in the Grand Canyon
and families wanting to holiday on Lord
Howe Island in Australia.
Most reserves in India have declared their
“carrying capacities”, but there is immense
pressure to set them too high because of the
number of lodges on their boundaries.
Set the capacities lower and you will
simultaneously reduce the need for so many
lodges. Madhya Pradesh is attempting to
limit numbers and looking at the feasibility
of separating day-trippers and picnickers

Walking
with the
big cats
O
ut in the wild meadows of
Satpura National Park a herd of
blackbuck are feeding, treading
so lightly on their pipestem legs
they hardly seem to touch the
earth. Langur monkeys, their old men’s
faces framed in backlit haloes of silver fur,
observe us from a pipal tree, and chital
stags with velvet antlers are bellowing at
the dawn. Soon it will be time for Holi, the
festival that marks the end of winter. No
rain has fallen for months and although
the trees are still green the sound of
falling leaves is everywhere.
By midday the land lies drugged with
heat, but inside the forest it is always cool.
High overhead the tall trees join hands,
creating long aisles of dappled shade, and
we walk in a cathedral stillness broken
only by the hooting calls of the langurs
and the metallic notes of the coppersmith,
a jungle bird whose monotonous voice
marks each passing second.
It is so peaceful I almost forget I am
in India. Until I see the tracks in the dust.
Each pugmark is as broad as my hand
outspread — clear evidence that a tiger
has been here before us. How long ago?
Two hours? Two minutes? All I know is
that they are fresh, and with a sudden,
spine-tingling adrenalin rush I recall
the poster at the park entrance.
“You might not have seen the tiger,”
it says. “But the tiger has seen you.”
Satpura is wild India’s best-kept secret.
Named after the hills that cross the park,
it was established in 1981 and, until
Forsyth’s Lodge opened a year ago, was
one of the country’s least-visited parks.
Today it offers visitors the rare experience
of enjoying a tiger reserve not overrun by
tourist vehicles. No more than 10 Jeeps
are allowed inside its 210 square miles,
and it is the only park where walking in
tiger country is permitted.
The lodge was named after Captain
James Forsyth, an officer of the Bengal
Staff Corps who became one of the first
Europeans to explore Satpura. In 1861 he
set up the forest department in central
India and in 1871 wrote a classic book on
the region, The Highlands of Central India.

Packages
£ African & Indian

Basics

£ Brian Jackman’s

trip was arranged by
African & Indian
Explorations (01993
822443; www.african
explorations.com)
£ Best time to visit
mid-November to
mid‑April
£ How to get there
Daily flights from
Delhi to Bhopal with
Jet Airways, followed
by a 120-mile
road transfer.
£ Where to stay
Forsyth’s Lodge is
comfortable and ecofriendly, with excellent
food and delightful
staff including resident
naturalist guides.
Eight twin rooms, four
doubles, all en suite
and air-conditioned.
There is also a
courtyard where
breakfast is served
under a spreading
mahua tree, and a
swimming pool.

In Forsyth’s time the British regarded
Satpura as little more than a haven for
tigers and hill robbers. Even today, in the
teeming heart of Mother India, there are
gorges and hillsides that have heard no
human sound but a woodman’s axe, and
the tigers are still there.
Clad in dense forests of teak and sal,
braided by streams and steep-sided
nullahs — seasonal watercourses gouged
by the monsoons — its broken landscapes
were never made for vehicles, and that is
what brought Hashim Tyabji to Satpura.
Ever since he went to work at Tiger Tops
Jungle Lodge in Nepal more than 30 years
ago, tigers have been Hashim’s greatest
passion. Today he is one of India’s most
respected tiger experts and the man who
has put Satpura back on the map by
opening Forsyth’s Lodge.
Backed by a sympathetic park
management, he is trying to offer visitors
a different experience to the more popular
reserves where tourist vehicles jostle for a
glimpse of the elusive tiger.
“I truly believe that walking enables you
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to get to know and understand the jungle
in a way that is simply impossible by
Jeep,” Hashim says. The whole point of
coming here is to explore the tiger’s
domain on foot, just as Forsyth did. It isn’t
even about seeing tigers. Their sign is
everywhere, in the bones of old kills and
fresh tracks in the dust. But when it comes
to spotting wild India’s other superstars,
notably leopard, wild dog and sloth bear,
Satpura has no equals.

Getting to the park entrance is easy: a
five-minute drive to the Tawa Reservoir
and a boat ride to the other side where the
knuckles of the Satpura Hills stand deepetched against the sky. Then, accompanied
by a park ranger, we stride out across the
meadows with the strident mee-yow of
peacocks ringing in our ears.
In the forest we find evidence of sloth
bears. They have been busy in the night,
breaking into termite mounds with their
cast-iron claws. Our ranger is unarmed
and a sudden thought occurs. What
happens if we bump into a grumpy bear?
“Stand close together,” Hashim whispers.
“Then raise your hands and shout like
hell.” Today, the sloth bears stay hidden.
Instead, we meet a gaur — the world’s
largest wild ox – a pitch-black minotaur
with white pop socks and crescent moon
horns. Hashim beckons to me to hunker
down as it glowers from the shadows.
My heart skips a beat, but the moment
passes and the bull wanders off.
Even without its megafauna, Satpura
is a joy to explore and I love our early-

The Satpura Hills are
home to all kinds of
exotic wildlife, such as
sloth bears and langurs

morning walks. Malabar pied hornbills
lumber across the sky. Parakeets fizz
past like meteor showers and tropical
butterflies – blue tigers, common jezebels
– flit through the air as the smell of the
jungle laps around us.
From Hashim I discover that every tree
has its special uses. The leaves of the
coromandel make beedis, the roll-up
cigarettes that are part of India’s black
economy, while the sweet flowers of the
mahua make hooch, the jungle firewater
whose name has passed into English.
The flowers ferment when they fall,
creating a heady brew for birds and bears.
Hashim once found a bear that had passed
out after a mahua flower binge. “It lay on
its back under the tree, eyes shut and legs
outspread,” he said, “and I swear it had a
smile on its face.” In the afternoons, we
returned to the park to explore by Jeep,
and that was how we found a leopard.
On the far side of a pond it sprawled,
yellow coat on fire in the slanting sun.
It was the first leopard I had seen in India,
a handsome young male with one eye

darker than the other, and Hashim knew
him well. There was more good luck when
we encountered a pack of wild dogs. It was
gau dhoolie – the hour when Indian herd
boys lead their livestock home in a golden
haze of cow dust – and the dogs suddenly
emerged from the forest. They loped past,
five lean red hunters on a mission.
But nothing matched the joy of walking
and the last day was the best of all. For two
hours we had followed the trail of the
resident tigress – identified by the imprint
of a skewed hind foot – and although we
lost her in a maze of rocks, her unseen
presence was almost palpable.
We came at last to a deep ravine where
the Sonbhadra River tumbles out of the
hills, forming a chain of pools in which
tigers lie when the temperature soars.
I could have stayed forever, and Hashim
breathed a contented sigh.
“Here, nothing has changed,” he said.
“This is exactly how Forsyth saw it in the
1860s. Wild India as it used to be.”

Brian Jackman

Explorations offer five
nights’ full board at
Forsyth’s Satpura with
all guided wildlife
activities plus two
nights’ b&b in Delhi at
the five-star Imperial
Hotel for £2,379 per
person based on twin
sharing. The price
includes a LondonDelhi economy-class
return flight with BA,
domestic flights and
all transfers.
£ African & Indian
Explorations also
suggests combining
Satpura with Corbett
National Park, where
you can see the tiger
and get it out of your
system before
concentrating on
leopards, sloth bears
and the full-on jungle
experience. This
includes four nights in
Corbett based at
Camp Forktail Creek
and forest rest houses
inside the park with full
board and all guided
wildlife activities, plus
four nights at
Forsyth’s Satpura, for
£3,500 per person
based on twin sharing.
This 11-night holiday
also includes one night
and a day room at the
Imperial Hotel in Delhi
and one night at Tikkli
Bottom, a delightful
country retreat only
40 minutes from Delhi
airport, plus a BA
return flight, domestic
flights, all transfers
and the overnight train
journey (in first class)
from Delhi to Corbett.
£ African & Indian
Explorations is a
founder member of
TOFT (Travel
Operators for Tigers;
www.toftigers.org), an
initiative to promote
and encourage
responsible wildlife
tourism in support of
tiger conservation.
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craning people, have swarmed around a
tiger that has wandered on to a road in a
reserve. I recall watching a cub, about 17
months old, trying to cross a track only to
be confronted by an endless picket of
wheels. It eventually retreated, confused,
amid a clatter of camera shutters.
Like tourism everywhere, tourism to
India’s national parks is growing – by up
to 15 per cent a year. India has failed to
manage the growth. It has attempted to
accommodate the extra numbers, not
control them. Many of the national parks
are small, certainly by African standards,
and some are close to large centres of
population. Ninety-five per cent of park
visitors are Indian; 10 years ago the figure
was 10 per cent.
The real problem lies outside the parks.
Few lodges around the Kanha, Bandhavgarh
and Pench reserves in Madhya Pradesh (MP

from those with a serious interest
in wildlife.
£ Better trained guides would restrain
the behaviour of drivers, as well as make
visitors aware of all the country’s other
fauna. Some of my most enjoyable days
in India’s tiger reserves have been spent
actively not looking for tigers. As Brian
Jackman so evocatively describes, in the
headlong hunt for big cats it is easy to
ignore how beautiful the parks are. Also,
there is little encouragement to relish how
much else they contain: leopards, for a start,
as well as wild dogs, jungle cats, sloth bears
and myriad birds.
£ Tourism’s most serious drawback is in
the way its infrastructure has contributed
to the depletion of habitat and disrupted
wildlife movements. Satellite pictures show
how lodges, corralled behind barbed wire
and chain-link fencing, are throttling crucial
corridors between tiger breeding areas.
If India is serious about protecting its
wildlife, such lodges should be knocked
down. It was only as a result of a
pusillanimous planning process that
they were built in the first place.
£ People living around the national parks
must be given a direct stake in the tiger’s
protection. In the game parks of Africa, it
is rare for local communities not to benefit
from the tourism that wildlife attracts; in
India, wildlife has no perceived value,
although things are beginning to change,
albeit only at the most expensive end of the
market. Instead of seeing tigers as predators
that take their cattle and trample their crops,
villagers are starting to recognise them as a
source of amenities such as street lighting
and fresh water.
In South Africa, land dedicated to
wilderness tourism generates more than
four times the revenue of land used for
agriculture. Besides providing jobs, wildlife
tourism has built health clinics, classrooms,
supplied advice on HIV/Aids and trained
teachers. Such a re-evaluation of the tiger
just might cause an Indian villager to
hesitate before accepting the blandishments
of a poacher seeking a guide to his prey.
In the words of Nelson Mandela,
“Ultimately conservation is about people.
If you don’t have sustainable development
around these [wildlife] parks, then people
will have no interest in them, and the parks
will not survive.”
Tourism not only engenders awareness of
the importance of wildlife, even pride, it also
supplies a vital element of surveillance in
the national parks. There is plenty of
evidence that tigers thrive in the reserves
most popular with tourists. This is partly
because poachers are deterred from busy
parks, but also because the park authorities,
conscious of the spotlight of international
witness, feel an extra degree of
accountability. In Bandhavgarh it was the
vigilance of tourists that led to park staff
being implicated in the death of the tigress.
The tiger is resilient; its ancestors roamed
with the dinosaurs. If tigers can’t coexist
with man, no wilderness is safe from man’s
destruction. Man needs tigers to affirm the
morality of his species; tigers need man for
their survival. Tourism, properly directed, is
one activity than can benefit both.
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Perfect for pedalling – but the Brecon Beacons attract few cyclists

Ryanair birthday blues
On the outbound leg of a
Ryanair flight from Bristol to
Budapest, my daughter was just
a few days short of her second
birthday – to be celebrated
before the flight back to Britain.
As a result we paid for a
child-seat return. Our ninemonth-old daughter still
qualified to fly by travelling on
our laps. However, at the
departure gate, we were told we
could not board. The reason: “It
is against Ryanair’s policy to
allow a baby to have its own
seat; it must fly by travelling on
the lap of an adult.” This was
despite our explaining that
Ryanair’s booking system did
not allow us the flexibility to
book a return flight in this way.
Having been called for early
boarding, as is normal when
travelling with young children,
we were prevented from
boarding until all other
passengers were on the plane
and seated. The flight was held
up until common sense finally
prevailed and we were allowed
to board.
Once on board, my wife
requested some hot water to
make up our baby’s bottle. The
crew were more than happy to
provide it, but said that there
would be a charge (again citing
Ryanair’s policy). This is not a
question of caveat emptor
(buyer beware); more like baby
beware.
Rick, by email

South Africa nightlife
In response to your call for tips
on places to go in South Africa,
I live in Port Elizabeth and
recommend the following bars

and cafés: Dolly’s, Barmy Army,
El Dorado, The Chameleon,
Fernando’s, Café Rouge and –
my favourite bar – Dagwoods.
Farther out, if you are shopping
in the Greenacres mall, there is
nothing wrong with the
Brewmaster or The Blinking
Owl. If shopping at the Walmer
Park complex, try The Golden
Duck on Buffelsfontein Road.

Anonymous, posted on
my.telegraph.co.uk

I have been in Johannesburg
for the past 20 years and would
recommend two pubs for
supporters: The Jolly Roger in
Parkhurst, which has been
rated the best pub in the city
for the past six years, and The
Bohemian in the Melville area,
which is a great eclectic place,
with wood-fired pizza oven,
pool tables and live music.

Anonymous, posted on
my.telegraph.co.uk

Bikes in Britain
In response to the latest Lycra
Files column (June 5), in which
Charles Starmer-Smith notes
the lack of cyclists in the
Brecon Beacons, I don’t know
why Britain isn’t friendlier
towards bikes.
You would think that
somewhere like that would be
teeming with bikers. I spent
two years in Amsterdam and it
is an amazing experience to
have your bike as your main
form of transport.

Rich, website comment

£ Please email travelviews@

telegraph.co.uk or write to Feedback,
Travel Desk, The Daily Telegraph, 111
Buckingham Palace Road, London
SW1W 0DT

